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The Jewelry Company That Lives Up To
Its Brand Promise
Founded in 2017, ICONIC is a leader in climate-conscious jewelry. Its mission
is to make beautiful jewelry that directly reduces carbon dioxide levels in the
atmosphere. This means that the carbon emitted during its sourcing and
production is offset, and ICONIC also offsets its operational emission at the
company level as well as donates 5% of profits on every piece of jewelry sold
to further research climate change-fighting technologies.
In addition, ICONIC follows strict standards in crafting jewelry. The company
uses high-grade diamonds and gemstones to make stunning designs, and
the materials used in its jewelry are ethically sourced and are certified to
originate from conflict-free regions. The company offers both natural and labgrown diamonds.
This commitment to climate-consciousness and strict standards results in the
creation of a new grade of ethical jewelry; underpinned by eco-consciousness
and a commitment to fighting climate change.

Relaunching to Engage New Audiences
In 2020, the company sought to relaunch its e-commerce website to share its
jewelry and mission with the world. The question was, how best to reach new
customers?
“Customer acquisition can be a costly endeavour, and we wanted to be sure
we could find the most effective and cost-efficient means to connect with new
audiences,” noted Ami Mandel, CEO of ICONIC.
One of the smartest ways to find new target markets is to study what the
competition is doing, but that can be a manual, time-consuming process that
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doesn’t always lead to the intelligence needed to compete in today’s agile
landscape. What was needed was technology that could help ICONIC optimize
its ad campaigns in-flight based on what was working with competitors. Enter
BrandTotal, a social competitive intelligence platform born out of marketers’
need for easier access to actionable insights and curated into a sophisticated
brand analytics system.
“We were really impressed by how BrandTotal gave us visibility into the social
media landscape of our competitors,” Ami said. “It was easy to use BrandTotal
to dive into the data and see competitive campaigns, creatives, messaging,
and digital share of voice data. That really helped us maximize our campaigns
to derive the most value out of our own advertising campaign spend.”

Figure 1: Paid Digital Share of Voice of ICONIC’s competitors
Innovative brands like ICONIC use BrandTotal to plan, execute, measure, and
optimize against business goals while maximizing brand ROI. The platform is
designed from the ground up to give customers the tools to make smarter,
faster, and more accurate brand decisions based on data, not gut feelings
— with the ability to measure not just their own brand metrics, but also how
they compare to the competition with 360-degree visibility into ad spend,
consumer sentiment, engagement and attitude, share of topic, and so much
more.
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Finding the Right Creative Approach and
Optimizing Ad Spend

For example, the platform enabled ICONIC to find just the right creative
approach that would engage their core consumers. While the company
thought that experienced-based creatives (such as a photo of a proposal)
would do better than product-focused creative, that turned out not to be the
case. In reality, product ads worked much better for engagement in terms of
comments and likes.
“We were able to ensure that our advertising budget was optimally
invested. In fact, our media and brand teams managed to shorten the
time to ad optimization from 14 days to a single day, which not only
saved us a lot of time, but also money.”
— Ami Mandel, CEO, ICONIC

See the Ad
♥ 180.1k Likes | 1.3k Comments

Figure 2: Example of a winning creative from a competitor
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BrandTotal also helped ICONIC decrease its add-to-cart cost by 30%, lowering
from $50 to $35 per action.

Because BrandTotal enables customers to segment creatives by product
category, ICONIC could test these segments, such as silver, engagement rings,
sapphires to drive savings. Before BrandTotal, ICONIC was only segmenting
target audiences. Once they split out their campaigns by product category,
they could see that blue sapphires received 10x more impressions than
other product categories, but were far more expensive in terms of clicks.
By deprecating the investment in that category, the company was able to
decrease costs.

Figure 3: Demographics of competitive audiences
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Figure 4: Demographics for product segments by competitor

Figure 5: Example of ICONIC’s add-to-cart page
“Moreover, the results proved to us that social commerce was a viable
channel, even though we had first thought that search ads would deliver
better results,” Ami concluded. “We were pleased to find out how to optimize
our social ad spend to support our relaunch, and we couldn’t have done it
without BrandTotal.”
The bottom line? By correlating social competitive intelligence metrics such as
engagement, and competitive ad spend, ICONIC was able to understand and
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measure winning creatives and better position themselves to allocate their
budget much more effectively and efficiently, decrease add-to-cart costs,
and massively decrease their time to ad optimization.
If you would like to see the power of BrandTotal for yourself, please request a
demo.
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About BrandTotal
BrandTotal is a leading social competitive intelligence
and brand analytics platform, enabling brand
marketers to make decisions based on data, not
feelings. BrandTotal was founded in 2016 and
serves customers in North America, Europe, and
Israel. Headquartered in New York, with offices in

Would you
like to see
the power of
BrandTotal for
yourself?
Request a Demo Today

San Francisco and Israel, BrandTotal’s customers
range from well-established Fortune 500 brands to
the fastest-growing direct-to-consumer challenger brands. The company
is funded by world-class VC firms INcapital Ventures, Flint Capital, NHN
Investment, One Way Ventures, FJ Labs, Glilot Capital Partners, and Keshet Dick
Clark Productions along with early support from Microsoft Accelerator and
Oracle Startup Cloud Accelerator.
Find us at www.brandtotal.com.

